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A B S T R A C T

Wave energy resources have high, yet largely untapped potential as candidate generation technology. In
this paper, we perform a data-driven analysis to characterize the impact of wave energy integration on
bulk-scale power systems and market operations. Through data-driven sensitivity studies centered on an
optimization-based production cost modeling formulation, our work characterizes the inflection point beyond
which wave integration starts impacting power system operations, considering present day transmission
infrastructure. Furthermore, our analysis also considers the joint effects of wave energy integration and
system-wide transmission expansion. Finally, potential resilience scenarios such as wildfire-driven transmission
contingencies and heat wave events are investigated, whereby the contributions of grid-integrated wave energy
in alleviating the effects of the resilience events are analyzed. As our demonstration test bed, we consider a
reduced-order network topology for the U.S. Western Interconnection with wave energy generation integrated
at carefully selected sites across the coastal areas of Washington, Oregon, and northern California. Our
results indicate that over a representative year of operations, wave energy integration systematically reduces
locational marginal prices (LMPs) of energy and price volatility, especially during periods of high wave resource
availability (winter months for the U.S. west coast). Average, maximum, and minimum of hourly LMPs over a
typical year of operation was reduced by 2.95, 51.28, and 1.13 $/MWh respectively (over a baseline scenario
with no wave energy integration), when the selected network model had a total of 5000 MW wave power
installed capacity during the representative year of study. The effects of wave energy integration can remain
localized with existing transmission infrastructure (identified to be most pronounced in the Pacific Northwest
region in the example we studied). However, with concurrent transmission expansion, the impacts of wave
energy integration are likely to have a higher geographical spread. Our results also indicate that wave energy
may be able to assist power system operations during resilience events such as major transmission contingencies
and heat wave events, although such benefits might be dependent on factors such as proximity of affected area
to wave resources, availability of adequate resource potential and adequate transmission capacity.
1. Introduction

Renewable energy integration has been deemed critical for ensuring
a sustainable and decarbonized future energy landscape [1,2]. As grids
are decarbonized, grid operators need to come up with alternative
methods to ensure reliability during normal operations as well as
during extreme weather events [3]. In this context, it is not only es-
sential to develop key technologies that facilitate seamless and efficient
integration of existing and technically advanced renewable generation
resources (such as wind and solar), but also important to investigate
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relatively newer modes of renewable energy generation [4], that may
have potential for added benefits. Marine energy resources (including
wave, tidal, and ocean currents) are one such group of resources
that have significant potential to emerge as effective clean generation
alternatives [5–7].

Authors in [8] show that at a worldwide scale, ocean waves have
a potential reserve of 2 TW of power, which is approximately equal
to the global energy demand. For the United States (U.S.) alone, the
projected wave energy content across the continental coastline is 2.64
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TWh/year [9], which is equal to approximately 65% of the country’s
total annual energy demand [10,11]. Compared to other renewable
resources such as wind and solar, some forms of marine energy re-
sources, such as wave energy and tidal energy are more periodic,
persistent, and predictable [12,13]. Researchers have studied the pos-
sible advantages of including wave and tidal energy within the gen-
eration portfolio on power system operations [7,14,15]. Specifically,
wave energy is observed to be the most scalable among marine en-
ergy resources and its integration in bulk power system operation has
proven potential to reduce balancing requirements, improve effective
load carrying capabilities, and also improve operational reliability and
resiliency [12].

As marine energy is a relatively nascent technology when com-
pared to wind and solar, a substantial body of work has focused on
assessing its technical suitability [16–19] economic viability [20,21]
and identifying development sites with optimal resource potential [22–
24]. Although there has been a body of work investigating the possible
impacts on power system operations, these analyses have been mostly
performed in grid-abstracted settings that do not model power system
specifics in detail or have focused on grid interconnection issues at
the device/converter level [25–28]. Additionally, the impact of wave
power in transmission-constrained systems has been studied in [5],
where authors posited that wave energy reduces the energy demand
from other sources of generation. Even with this related body of work,
there remains a need to further understand the value proposition
of wave energy in continental-scale bulk power system operations,
specifically, we need to quantitatively characterize its contribution to
day-to-day operations as measured with key performance metrics such
as operational and market dynamics, as well as the contribution during
extreme events.

In this paper, we investigate the potential impact of integrating
marine energy-based generation resources on bulk-scale power system
operations. Owing to considerable high-quality wave-based resource
availability on the western coast of continental United States, we
selected a reduced order network model of the U.S. Western Intercon-
nection as our test bed in this work [29]. This power system model was
equipped with wave energy generation at key points across the western
coast of the United States (the states of Washington, Oregon, and
California). Subsequently, we study the impact of the assumed wave
generation on power system operations through an optimization-based
unit commitment/economic dispatch (UC/ED) formulation, under sev-
eral different types of operating conditions. Please note that the choice
of wave as the studied resource is driven by the inherently scalable
nature of wave energy technology. Other marine energy technologies
such as tidal energy are largely restricted to localized impacts or are
not as scalable as wave, and are hence not considered in this study.

The main contributions of our work are listed as follows. Firstly,
to the best of our knowledge, this is the first-of-its-kind study to
consider the impact of wave generation on bulk power system op-
erations. Key insights are presented on how wave energy can bring
down energy prices across critical demand locations across the power
system. Secondly, our analysis also characterizes the spatial distribution
of the benefits stemming from the aforementioned wave integration
and analyzes transmission upgrade scenarios that can aid in trans-
lating the benefits of wave integration over a greater geographical
spread. Thirdly, our work also investigates the role of wave energy
on system operations under extreme weather events like heat waves
and power system contingencies, and comments on the applicability of
wave energy at scale to address power system resiliency issues.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides
a description of the grid operations model and marine energy (wave)
generation data used for this study. Section 3 provides a description
of the study scenarios along with the details of the corresponding
experimental designs. All numerical results, including model validation
and results from the designed experiments (as noted in Section 3)
are presented in Section 4. Finally, we provide concluding remarks
2

followed by limitations and future research directions in Section 5.
2. Methods

In this section, we provide a brief description of the unit commit-
ment and economic dispatch (UC/ED) model used for simulating grid
operations. Note that the main objective of this paper is to employ
this UC/ED framework to investigate the key opportunities that can be
explored by integrating wave energy resources at scale to bulk-scale
power system operations. Therefore, a model suitable for conducting
experiments has to (a) represent power system operations for a realistic
bulk power system and (b) have a geographical area of coverage that
has sufficient good-quality wave resources. For the US, the western
seaboard has some of the best wave resources in the country [30,31],
a balanced mix of major load centers located in close proximity to
the coast as well as in more inland areas, away from the coast. Thus,
we have selected the U.S. Western Interconnection as the candidate
power system model in our study. In order to study the impact of
marine renewable energy (MRE) resources on the overall U.S. Western
Interconnection in a scalable manner, a systematic model reduction
is performed to design an equivalent reduced topology network for
the entire U.S. Western Interconnection. Criteria for selecting node
locations in the reduced topology are subsequently described. Lastly,
an overview of modeling the MRE resources is presented.

2.1. UC/ED model formulation

In this study, an open-source production cost modeling framework
for the U.S. Western Interconnection called GO WEST [29] is used as a
baseline to create the specific test case for wave energy integration.

Spanning over 4.66 million square kilometers, the U.S. Western
Interconnection encompasses several U.S. states, Canadian provinces,
and some parts of Baja California in Mexico. It provides electricity to
approximately 80 million people [32]. In 2018, the total nameplate
capacity of all power plants in the U.S. Western Interconnection was
258,200 MW. The capacity mix is dominated by natural gas (38%)
and hydroelectric power plants (27%), and they are followed by coal,
nuclear, wind, and solar power plants [33].

GO WEST accounts for the grid operation in only the U.S. states
of Western Interconnection, which include California, Oregon, Wash-
ington, Idaho, Nevada, Arizona, Utah, Wyoming, Montana, Colorado,
and New Mexico. It is a Python-based software where the UC/ED
mathematical optimization is solved by the solver Gurobi. Note that
while the UC problem typically entails solving a mixed-integer linear
program (MILP), the ED version is a pure linear program (LP). With GO
modeling framework, users can choose between LP and MILP for their
specific research study.

The model’s objective is to minimize the total cost of providing
necessary electricity to meet the total energy demand across the entire
power system, subject to constraints that restrict the generator com-
mitment and dispatch decisions such as generator ramp rate limits,
maximum generator capacities, and minimum up and down times.
There are also other constraints like thermal limits of the transmission
lines and nodal power balances. The model operates on a user-defined
24-hour horizon and the temporal resolution of the model outputs is
hourly.

Decision variables of the model consist of on/off status and elec-
tricity generation from each generator, voltage angle at each node, and
power flow on each transmission line. There is one slack generator at
each node that has an extremely high marginal cost of generation and is
used only as a last resort. Slack generators are often used to detect loss
of load events at any point in time and account for power imbalances
arising due to such events [34]. Model outputs include the generation
schedule of each generator, power flow on each transmission line,
locational marginal prices (LMP) at each node (typically characterized
by the dual of power balance constraint at any node), voltage angles,

and loss of load events at each node.
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Scheduling and dispatch of thermal generators, like natural gas
and coal, depends on several inputs like heat rates, fuel prices, and
variable operation and maintenance costs as well as generator-related
constraints. In the GO WEST model, nuclear power plants are con-
sidered as a must-run resource, except when there is a planned or
orced generator outage. On the other hand, renewable generators are
odeled differently. Historical hourly generation from solar and wind

enerators is gathered from EIA-930 dataset [35] at the balancing
uthority scale and is remapped to the reduced nodal scale. Hourly
vailable solar, wind, and wave generation at each node are provided
s input to the model, which then decides how much of the available
olar, wind, and wave power to dispatch. This means that the model
ight choose to curtail renewable generation depending on the grid

onditions even though the marginal cost of renewable generators is
ow. On the other hand, a different approach is followed to model
ydropower generators. Historical weekly hydropower datasets include
eneration targets as well as hourly minimum, hourly maximum, and
aily maximum fluctuations. The generation targets are based on a
odified version of EIA-923 dataset [36], further downscaled based

n USGS flows [37]. The hydropower is dispatched hourly (with an
perational daily maximum flow constraint) based on the power grid
eeds.

GO WEST uses a synthetic 10,000-node representation of U.S West-
rn Interconnection [38,39]. Given that running a model of this scale
ould be both time- and resource-intensive, researchers often make use
f simplified, reduced-topology model versions of detailed power sys-
ems. In this regard, GO WEST allows users to select different number
f nodes suitable for their studies, type of mathematical formulation
LP, i.e., only economic dispatch versus MILP, i.e., combined unit
ommitment and economic dispatch), transmission line scaling factors
s well as hurdle rate scaling factors.

• Number of nodes: Users of GO WEST can select the number of
nodes to retain from 10,000 nodal topology of the U.S. Western
Interconnection (TAMU network). In this study, we selected 134
nodes to represent grid operations in Western Interconnection
(see Section 2.2 for more details).

• Mathematical formulations: Although GO WEST allows both
UC and ED formulations as discussed earlier, in this paper, we
selected the LP version (i.e., economic dispatch only) owing to its
reasonable run times and comparable degree of accuracy, when
compared with the results of the corresponding MILP (i.e., unit
commitment) formulation [29].

• Transmission line capacity scaling factors: GO WEST deter-
mines the transmission line locations and thermal capacities for
any reduced network automatically by utilizing a network re-
duction algorithm [29]. However, additional calibration of trans-
mission line capacities is necessary since there might be incon-
sistencies in the line limits calculated by the network reduction
algorithm. In this study, thermal limits for congested lines over a
pre-selected threshold were scaled up by a factor of 500 MW. All
other lines retained their original thermal limits as prescribed by
the network reduction algorithm.

• Hurdle rate scaling factors: A hurdle rate is defined by the cost
of transferring 1 MW of power between two balancing authorities
(BAs). A balancing authority oversees the electrical balance in its
region. There are 28 BAs in GO WEST model. Original hurdle rates
between BAs are gathered from Western Electricity Coordinating
Council (WECC) Anchor Data Set [40]. GO WEST model allows
scaling hurdle rates up and down by user-defined percentages. In
this study, we used the hurdle rates as reported by WECC and did
3

not use hurdle rate scaling factors.
2.2. Nodal topology selection

In this section, we detail the steps of generating the 134-node
reduced order model from the 10,000 parent topology. The metrics
chosen for validation are (a) zonal LMPs and (b) system-wide gener-
ation portfolio composition (see Section 4.1 for numerical validation
of the selected reduced topology model). Detailed node selection steps
are enumerated below:

• Ten nodes throughout the Western Interconnection are selected
specifically to host wave generation resources. Selection of the
wave energy generator nodes is consistent with resource potential
(wave power density), regions with existing infrastructure, and
transmission capabilities across the western coast of continental
U.S. [41]. Specifically, two of these nodes are located in Washing-
ton, four in Oregon, and the last four nodes are placed in northern
California. Note that in this study, we use wave energy as the only
MRE resource since wave is considered to be the most scalable of
the MRE resources [12,42].

• After selecting the wave generator nodes, nodes with the high-
est demand in each of the 28 balancing authorities (BA) are
also added to the custom topology to represent high-load areas
(e.g., cities) - this ensures at least one node in each state is
selected.

• The remaining 96 nodes are uniformly divided into three cate-
gories; demand nodes, generation nodes, and transmission nodes.
During the selection process of these nodes, a relatively higher
priority is given to coastal states (Washington, California, and
Oregon) to adequately capture wave power transmission ability to
more inland nodes. Furthermore, demand and generation nodes
are prioritized in proportion to their associated demand quantities
and generation capabilities respectively. For transmission, the
nodes having access to lines higher than 345 kV are prioritized.

Through the nodal selection procedure, two different distance
thresholds are used. These thresholds make sure that the selected
nodes are separated by a certain distance. We used a 30 km threshold
while selecting a node in each BA, otherwise, an 80 km threshold
is used elsewhere. The reason for using a 30 km threshold during
node selection in each BA is to include at least one node in BAs that
has a smaller service area. This approach allows a more dispersed
topology while retaining the most important nodes (major demand
centers, generation options, and transmission corridors). Fig. 1 serves
as a comparison of 10,000 nodal topology and 134 nodal topology we
created for this study.

2.3. Wave energy modeling

The development of the necessary wave power (energy) generation
characteristics for integration into the GO WEST model representation
of the Western Interconnect is dependent on two major factors; the
gross resource availability along the western seaboard of the U.S., and
the conversion efficiency of the wave energy converters (WECs) from
this gross resource into a usable net electrical power generation. A
consistent, time-coherent, and well-validated dataset of the offshore
wave energy gross resource characteristics is required to ensure the
wave energy generation is well represented. Two data streams were
used in this analysis.

Firstly, numerical wave propagation model outputs from a Sim-
ulating Waves Nearshore (SWAN) model [43] were utilized for the
integration scenarios in 2019 (i.e., the representative year of study).
This data included details on the significant wave height and wave
energy period, as per International Electrotechnical Commission speci-
fications [44]. This data is publicly available from the National Renew-
able Energy Laboratory’s Marine Energy Atlas [45]. Secondly, higher

temporal resolution data which is time coherent with the respective
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the nodal topologies of the 10,000 node WECC representation (TAMU) and the reduced order 134 node representation developed for this study.
demand data was needed for simulating wave power during California
heat wave in 2020 (see Section 3 for more details on these scenarios).
The necessary gross wave resource data for 2020 was harvested from
in-situ device measurements, which are stored on National Data Buoy
Center database for the following buoys: 46013, 46014, 46022, 46027,
46029, 46041, 46050. In order the quantify the conversion efficiency
of the WECs, it was important to ensure that the results of this study
were specific technology-agnostic. The conversion efficiency is needed
to properly represent both existing WEC designs but also provide a
reliable representation of possible future technologies. Utilizing the
methodology developed by Robertson, et al. [46], the conversion ef-
ficiency of the WECs was represented by a two parameter surface; with
dependencies on both significant wave height and energy period. To
ensure complementarity with existing renewables (i.e., wind and solar),
the conversion efficiency surface includes ’cut-in’ and rated power
limits. Finally, the MRE generation profiles were developed by assessing
the significant wave height and wave energy period at each location,
for each hour, and identifying the appropriate conversion efficiency
from the generic WEC representation. Normalized wave power outputs
for the representative year of study (2019) at the 10 aforementioned
locations (for locations, see Fig. 2) selected for this study are shown in
Fig. 3.

3. Study scenarios and experimental design

In order to investigate the impacts of integrating MRE resources
(wave energy) on bulk power system operations, a variety of scenarios
were generated to help identify opportunities and challenges. The
contribution of any new technology to bulk power grid operations is a
function of the installed capacity. For a robust evaluation of the value
proposition of wave energy to the contemporary grid of 2019 (our
representative case study in this paper), eight different wave energy
capacity penetration scenarios are considered, with installed wave
capacities of 10 MW, 20 MW, 50 MW, 100 MW, 200 MW, 300 MW,
400 MW, and 500 MW in each wave generation node. The operational
and market impacts are analyzed both spatially and temporally.

As the integration of wave energy increases in the scenario, trans-
mission constraints might limit the value proposition. Thus, we also
study an alternate scenario where we increase the transmission line ca-
pacities equally by +500 MW throughout the Western Interconnection
for each of the aforementioned wave energy penetration scenarios. The
two sets of 8 scenarios provide a realistic evaluation of the potential
contribution of wave energy to key performance metrics of the bulk
power system, the first one relying on the 2019 infrastructure and the
4

Fig. 2. Locations of the selected nodes where wave energy-based generation is
considered for installation.

second set requiring an investment in transmission upgrades to achieve
the full potential of the new technology.

Another opportunity of wave energy is to support power grid re-
silience. Specifically, we use two stress tests which are an artificial
wildfire in August 2019 and a historical heat wave in August 2020,
as described in Sections 4.4 and 4.5 respectively. Our selection of
the wildfire event has been motivated by the observation that natural
hazards (including forest fires) have significantly impeded power sys-
tem operations in recent years [47], with wildfire-driven contingencies
being of particular prominence in the Oregon/northern California re-
gion [48]. Lastly, we analyzed the value of having wave power during
the historical California heat wave that occurred between August 14,
2020 and August 19, 2020. This specific heat wave led to significant
LMP spikes in California due to high electricity loads driven by extreme
space cooling needs. During this extreme event, California Independent
System Operator (CAISO) had to implement rotating outages to prevent
more damage to the bulk electricity grid [49].
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Fig. 3. Normalized wave power outputs for the 10 selected locations, along with their yearly normalized average values (shown in red dotted line).
4. Results and discussion

4.1. Model validation

Prior to detailed investigations into the impact of wave energy, it
is important to ensure the baseline model well represents historical
characteristics. The selected model version is validated by comparing
simulated LMPs and generation mix with historical data in 2019. The
left side of Fig. 4 illustrates the LMP validation, which includes a
time series comparison of simulated LMPs to historical LMPs in 2019.
Daily LMP data for pricing hubs are calculated by taking a demand-
weighted average of simulated LMPs at each node within each pricing
hub. Relevant R2 and root mean square error (RMSE) is calculated for
each pricing hub. From Fig. 4 (left-hand side plot), we can conclude
that our version of the GO WEST model can capture LMPs appreciably
well in all pricing hubs.

From the second plot (right-hand side) of Fig. 4, we can infer
that our model appreciably captures solar, wind, hydro, and nuclear
generation. However, the over-utilization of natural gas plants more
than historical data can be partly attributed to the inability of importing
electricity from outside the U.S. (e.g., Canada). Therefore, our model
has to generate more electricity from natural gas power plants to
ensure adequate power balance. Another reason can be the lack of
granular fuel price data for each balancing authority, which can impact
the subsequent merit order dispatch in the ED solution. Nevertheless,
even with the aforementioned artifact, the selected topology captures
the major generation mix in the U.S. Western Interconnection with
reasonable accuracy.

4.2. Impacts of integrating different wave energy capacities

In this study, we analyze the results of the 8760-hour economic
dispatch with the selected topology (assuming 2019 operations) under
eight different wave energy penetration scenarios where the installed
capacities of wave energy in each MRE generator node were assumed
to be 10 MW, 20 MW, 50 MW, 100 MW, 200 MW, 300 MW, 400 MW,
and 500 MW. In these simulations, the specified wave energy capacity
is integrated into every MRE node simultaneously by the same amounts.

Hourly average, standard deviation, maximum, and minimum of
LMPs for each scenario is listed in Table 1, which reflects the prices for
overall Western Interconnection. Note that we calculated hourly LMPs
for the whole Western Interconnection by taking a demand-weighted
average of simulated LMPs at each node. Even though lower wave
energy capacities do not have a significant impact on the LMPs, after
reaching 50 MW wave capacity, we start to observe LMP reductions. In-
5

tegrating 100 MW wave power decreases average LMPs by 0.91 $/MWh
Table 1
Hourly LMP statistics for the whole Western Interconnection with and without wave
energy integration in 2019.

Installed wave
capacity per
generator node
(MW)

Average LMP
($/MWh)

Standard
Deviation
of LMPs
($/MWh)

Maximum LMP
($/MWh)

Minimum
LMP
($/MWh)

0 (Baseline) 43.43 49.86 504.15 14.62
10 43.32 49.60 503.76 14.62
20 43.28 49.55 503.46 14.62
50 42.97 48.09 497.48 14.62
100 42.52 45.98 487.30 14.62
200 42.14 45.36 484.10 14.49
300 41.74 45.04 482.09 13.98
400 41.22 43.89 467.76 13.88
500 40.48 41.41 452.87 13.49

whereas 500 MW wave power leads to a reduction in average LMPs by
2.95 $/MWh. Furthermore, wave power decreases price volatility by
reducing the standard deviation of LMPs. Adding 100 MW and 500 MW
of wave capacity to each node diminishes the maximum LMPs observed
in 2019 by 16.85 and 51.28 $/MWh, respectively. Additionally, beyond
200 MW wave integration, even minimum prices start to decrease as
well.

Subsequently, we now study the temporal characteristics of the
LMP reduction in Fig. 5. We observe that before 50 MW wave power,
there are minimal changes in LMPs when compared to the baseline
configuration. After the 50 MW threshold, LMP reductions mostly occur
in February and especially in March. This timing can be attributed
to wave power being a stronger resource in winter months [12].
Another likely contributing factor can be the higher-than-normal LMPs
during the winter of 2019 due to supply constraints on natural gas
and extremely cold temperatures [50]. As wave power capacity grows,
LMP depreciation becomes more pronounced. Beyond 200 MW wave
integration, price reductions are observed in late fall and spring as well,
in addition to winter months.

In Fig. 6, we study the LMP reduction due to wave integration from
a spatial viewpoint. Specifically, the reduction in LMPs in the individual
nodes of our reduced topology model is plotted, from which we can
clearly see that LMP reduction is more pronounced in the Pacific North-
west region (from coastal WA to northern CA), which is situated in
close proximity to MRE generator nodes or has adequate transmission
infrastructure for the benefits of wave generation to percolate inland.

Fig. 6 demonstrates as integrated wave power capacity grows, the
LMP depreciation also increases but only in a subset of nodes. There-
fore, we can infer that if wave power integration is not accompanied by
sufficient transmission infrastructure, the benefits of wave power will
potentially remain localized.
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Fig. 4. (Left) Historical and simulated daily LMPs for Mid-Columbia (MidC), Southwest (PaloVerde), and Pacific Gas and Electric (PGAE) in 2019; (right) comparison of historical
and simulated generation mix percentages for the whole Western Interconnection in 2019.
Table 2
Hourly LMP statistics for the whole Western Interconnection with and without wave
energy integration in 2019. This table shows results for the case in which all
transmission line capacities are additively scaled by +500 MW.

Installed wave
capacity per
generator node
(MW)

Average LMP
($/MWh)

Standard
Deviation
of LMPs
($/MWh)

Maximum LMP
($/MWh)

Minimum
LMP
($/MWh)

0 (Baseline) 33.98 15.44 158.11 16.36
10 33.96 15.42 158.11 16.36
20 33.94 15.42 158.16 16.36
50 33.87 15.38 158.18 16.36
100 33.76 15.33 157.1 16.36
200 33.57 15.22 156.72 16.2
300 33.37 15.06 155.59 16.17
400 33.15 14.9 155.43 16.17
500 32.93 14.77 155.18 16.17

4.3. Impact of concurrent transmission capacity expansion and wave energy
integration

In this section, we repeat our experiments in Section 4.2 considering
an increased transmission capacity (+500 MW) across all transmission
lines in the reduced topology network. For this study, LMP statistics in
2019 for the overall Western Interconnection under each wave penetra-
tion scenario are listed in Table 2. Again, we calculated hourly LMPs for
the Western Interconnection by taking a demand-weighted average of
simulated LMPs at each node. Since improving transmission capabilities
enables inland nodes to take advantage of cheap electricity produced
by wave resources, the overall price depreciation is much smaller due
to the spread of the benefits. Even with 500 MW wave power, average
LMPs reduce only by 1.05 $/MWh. Although price volatility in terms
of standard deviation, maximum and minimum prices reduce with the
integration of wave power, the amount of change is much lower than
in the earlier case where an expanded transmission infrastructure was
not considered.
6

Temporal LMP differences resulting from wave energy integration
under each scenario are illustrated in Fig. 7. No noticeable impact
on the LMPs below 50 MW wave integration is observed, as was the
case without transmission expansion. As wave power capacity grows,
LMP reductions also increase and become dominant in February, which
is also similar to our observation without transmission expansion in
Section 4.2. In addition to winter months, LMP benefits from wave
power start to emerge in late fall and spring after 200 MW integration
case. In addition, higher LMP reductions occur between 7 PM and 8
AM since wave resources are more persistently available (at a relative
scale when compared to wind and solar) during the night [12]. Lastly,
when compared to Fig. 5, the boundary of LMP difference is narrower
(i.e., maximum LMP reduction is lower) in Fig. 7 due to the higher
spatial spread of wave energy integration impact.

From a spatial viewpoint, the LMP reduction effect is observed to
be significantly more spread out over a wider geographical extent,
thereby highlighting the benefits of concurrent transmission expansion
in leveraging the benefits of wave energy. Fig. 8 verifies that wave
power’s positive impacts (e.g., LMP reductions) can reach inland nodes
when coupled with transmission investments. On the other hand, LMP
depreciation in most of the nodes becomes relatively lesser due to
the benefit now spreading over a greater geographical region with
increased transmission capabilities. In order to understand the scale
of the wave power integration for this study, it should be noted that
the total capacity of integrated wave power (5000 MW from the 10
wave energy generator nodes) corresponds to 1.9% of the total installed
capacity in the U.S. Western Interconnection.

4.4. Impact of wave energy integration under resilience scenario: Wildfire
contingency event

In this section, we analyzed the effect of including wave energy
in the generation mix during a transmission line contingency (outage
of major transmission lines) due to an artificial wildfire. Informed by
wildfire statistics within the U.S. [51,52], we assumed an artificial wild-
fire that extends spatially from northern California to Oregon causing
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Fig. 5. Fluctuation map of LMP changes due to wave power integration for each scenario. LMP difference designates the change in LMPs between the baseline scenario (0 MW
wave power) and each MRE scenario. Negative values show LMP decrease due to wave power integration. Each row shows the hourly profile of an average day in different months
of 2019.
associated transmission line derating in the region. The choice of the
event time (August 7th to August 14th, 2019) is guided by literature
on identifying causative factors for wildfire inception events [53],
historical 2019 hourly dry bulb temperatures, relative humidity, and
wind speed data from Montague Siskiyou Airport). We assumed that
the wildfire-driven line contingency duration is 1 week. In order to
study the impact of having wave resources in the generation mix during
these aforementioned line outage scenarios, we considered installed
capacities of 100 MW and 500 MW of wave generation to every wave
energy generator node and compared the results with the baseline case,
where no wave resource was available.

Nodal LMP effects of having wave power in the generation mix
during the simulated transmission line contingency event are illustrated
in Fig. 9. When there is no wave power available, average LMPs in a
majority of the nodes that are directly connected to transmission lines
affected by the outage event spiked above 1000 $/MWh. This is because
there was a supply shortfall in those nodes, which lead to unserved load
events (reflected by high loss-of-load pricing). The price shock impact
of the wildfire extends northwards up to some areas of Washington.
7

However, with 500 MW wave power capacity at every wave energy
generator node during the event, the nodal LMP spikes due to the
wildfire event were observed to be alleviated to some extent.

It is crucial to track the hourly grid influences from MRE resources
to comprehend the overall value of possible integration. Fig. 10 visual-
izes the average LMPs in line outage nodes as well as the total unserved
load for each scenario (0 MW i.e., baseline, 100 MW, and 500 MW
of wave power capacity). Although the LMP depreciation benefits of
having 100 MW wave power capacity are relatively lesser, integrating
500 MW wave capacity leads to significant LMP reductions during the
event. In line with this observation, 500 MW wave capacity integration
was also observed to curb unserved load (i.e., loss of load events) in the
14 line outage nodes that are directly affected by the studied wildfire
event.

Table 3 provides summary statistics for the whole Western Inter-
connection under each scenario. The wildfire event increased average
LMPs throughout the Western Interconnection by 177.4 $/MWh under
baseline conditions (no wave power). Integrating 100 MW and 500
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Fig. 6. Average nodal LMP changes due to wave power integration for four selected scenarios in 2019. LMP difference designates the change in LMPs between the baseline
scenario (0 MW wave energy capacity) and each wave integration scenario. Negative values show LMP decrease due to wave power integration. Color designates the magnitude
of average LMP change at each node. MRE nodes are shown with stars whereas other nodes are shown with circles.
Table 3
Summary statistics for the whole Western Interconnection during the contingency event in 2019.
Scenario Avg. LMP

($/MWh)
Std. Dev. of LMPs
($/MWh)

Max. LMP
($/MWh)

Min. LMP
($/MWh)

Avg. Hourly
Unserved Load
(MW)

No wildfire 30.73 7.40 51.75 23.25 2.36

No wave power +
wildfire scenario

208.13 40.89 321.22 129.55 789.56

100 MW wave
power + wildfire
scenario

200.49 33.67 290.24 129.54 733.67

500 MW wave
power + wildfire
scenario

166.57 39.07 284.01 99.02 535.45
MW wave power to every MRE node (i.e., 1000 MW and 5000 MW
wave power in total across the entire U.S. Western Interconnection)
led average LMPs to drop by 7.64 and 41.56 $/MWh, respectively.
Wave power also reduces the price volatility by decreasing standard
deviation, and maximum and minimum LMPs during the event. Even
though 100 MW wave power integration does not change the minimum
LMPs, increasing wave power capacity further to 500 MW reduces
the minimum LMPs by more than 30 $/MWh. Lastly, the wildfire
event (and subsequent transmission line outages) was observed to have
increased the average hourly unserved load substantially. However,
having 500 MW wave power in each MRE node could potentially
alleviate 254.11 MW load loss on an hourly average basis, throughout
the Western Interconnection.
8

4.5. Impact of wave energy integration during a heat wave scenario: 2020
California event

In this section, we investigate the impact of having different wave
power capacities during the historical California heat wave (August
14th–August 19th, 2020). This event caused a considerable rise in LMPs
throughout California due to higher electricity loads resulting from
increased space cooling demands. Amidst this historical event, Califor-
nia Independent System Operator (CAISO) ordered rotation outages in
California to preserve stability in bulk electricity grid operations [49].

Fig. 11 shows the nodal LMP effects of having wave power in the
generation mix during the heat wave event. Integrating 100 MW wave
power does not lead to a noticeable LMP drop. On the other hand, when
the installed capacity of wave power at each MRE node increased to
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Fig. 7. Fluctuation map of LMP changes due to wave power integration for each scenario. LMP difference designates the change in LMPs between the baseline scenario (0 MW
MRE) and each MRE scenario. Negative values show LMP decrease due to wave power integration. Each row shows the hourly profile of an average day in different months of
2019. In this figure, all transmission lines are scaled by +500 MW.
500 MW, we can see the nodal LMPs decrease to some extent. However,
LMP depreciation is only localized to northern California (up to the
Bay Area) due to the lack of transmission capacity to transmit low-
cost wave power to southern California. Therefore, we can infer that
concurrent transmission expansion is required to take full advantage of
wave power during an extreme weather event like a heat wave.

When compared to the line contingency event discussed in Sec-
tion 4.4, the severity of LMP spikes and loss of load events during
the 2020 California heat wave is lower (see Fig. 12). Although 100
MW wave power capacity helped to reduce LMPs slightly, the positive
impact of integrating 500 MW wave power is much more pronounced.
During the 2020 California heat wave, integrating 100 MW and 500
MW wave power might have reduced the average hourly LMPs by
0.8 and 5.36 $/MWh. Wave power did not play a significant role in
changing the minimum LMPs but 500 MW wave power could have
alleviated maximum LMPs by 16.6 $/MWh. In addition, wave power
help curb price volatility and increase reliability by decreasing the
standard deviation of LMPs and total unserved load (see Table 4).
However, a comparison of Fig. 12 with Fig. 10 reveals that the cost
9

and reliability (i.e., LMP and loss of load) advantages of having wave
energy through this heat wave are considerably lesser than the line
contingency scenario in Section 4.4.

Finally, the share of wave power in the generation mix in Cali-
fornia during the historical heat wave is presented in Fig. 13. Since
wave power is more prominent during nighttime [12], its share in the
generation mix is more observable during those periods. Nevertheless,
wave power is present in the generation mix in varying amounts
throughout the day. On a cumulative scale, during the heat wave
event, 500 MW wave capacity installation in each MRE node consti-
tutes ∼1% of the total generation mix by replacing power generated
from natural gas in California. The capacity of total wave power in
California (2000 MW from 4 MRE nodes) corresponds to ∼2.5% of
the total installed capacity in California. Note that our analysis does
not consider temperature-based deratings of thermal power plants. We
believe that when integrated into the model, an additional temperature-
based derating component in the operation of the thermal power plants
would likely increase the benefit of wave power utilization during this
heat wave [54]. However, a detailed analysis of temperature-based
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Fig. 8. Average nodal LMP changes due to wave energy integration for four selected scenarios in 2019. LMP difference designates the change in LMPs between the baseline
scenario (0 MW wave energy capacity) and each wave integration scenario. Negative values show LMP decrease due to wave energy integration. Color designates the magnitude
of average LMP change at each node. MRE nodes are shown with stars whereas other nodes are shown with circles. In this figure, all transmission lines are scaled by +500 MW.

Fig. 9. (Left) Nodal LMPs without the artificial wildfire; (center) nodal LMPs with the artificial wildfire but no wave power integration; (right) nodal LMPs with the artificial
wildfire and 500 MW wave power integration to every MRE node. The nonlinear color bar designates the average LMPs during the week of the hypothetical event. MRE nodes
are shown with stars, nodes connected to lines on outage are shown with triangles, and other nodes are shown with circles.
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Fig. 10. (Top left) Hourly average LMP time series in line outage nodes; (top right) distribution of hourly average LMPs in line outage nodes; (bottom left) hourly total unserved
load time series in line outage nodes; (bottom right) distribution of hourly total unserved load in line outage nodes. These results are focusing on the week of the hypothetical
wildfire event. Colors designate the three MRE integration scenarios (0 MW MRE (baseline), 100 MW MRE, and 500 MW MRE).

Fig. 11. (Left) hourly average LMPs during the heat wave without wave power integration; (middle) hourly average LMPs during the heat wave with 100 MW wave power
integration; (right) hourly average LMPs during the heat wave with 500 MW wave power integration.
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Fig. 12. (Top) hourly average LMP time series in California; (middle) hourly electricity demand time series in California; (bottom) hourly total unserved load time series in
California. The duration of the heat wave is highlighted in red. Colors designate the three MRE integration scenarios (0 MW MRE (baseline), 100 MW MRE, and 500 MW MRE).
Table 4
Summary statistics for California during the heat wave event in 2020.
Scenario Avg. LMP

($/MWh)
Std. Dev. of LMPs
($/MWh)

Max. LMP
($/MWh)

Min. LMP
($/MWh)

Total Hourly
Unserved Load
(MW)

No wave power +
heat wave
scenario

106.91 90.39 443.21 42.94 107.78

100 MW wave
power + heat
wave scenario

106.11 88.64 437.13 42.93 103.77

500 MW wave
power + heat
wave scenario

101.55 84.19 426.61 42.90 99.16
deratings of thermal power plants is beyond the scope of this current
work and is deferred to future work.

5. Conclusion, limitation and future directions

In this paper, we performed a data-driven analysis to understand the
impact of wave energy integration on power system operations for a
bulk transmission grid. Specifically, a reduced topology network of the
U.S. Western Interconnection was developed, to which wave generation
12
was added at strategic points, to varying capacities. Our results indi-
cated that beyond a threshold of ∼100 MW of wave capacity in each of
the MRE nodes, wave energy integration can bring down energy prices
(LMPs), as well as reduce price volatility. Without widespread transmis-
sion infrastructure upgrades, the impact of wave generation is likely to
remain geographically confined to the Pacific Northwest region (mainly
Washington, Oregon, and northern parts of California). Our studies
also indicate that concurrent transmission upgrades, along with wave
energy integration are likely to aid a greater geographical spread of
the benefits of wave energy integration. Finally, we studied the impact
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Fig. 13. (Top) hourly generation mix in California during the heat wave without wave power integration; (bottom) hourly generation mix in California during the heat wave with
500 MW wave capacity integration.
of wave generation during two resilience-driven events. In the first of
these events, where we simulated a wildfire-driven transmission outage
across a major transmission corridor, we observed that wave energy
integration can enable price spike reduction by assuaging generation
shortages, especially in nodes that are directly impacted by the outage
events, and have sufficient transmission network connectivity to receive
wave power benefits. In the second scenario, we studied the impacts of
wave energy generation on grid operations during a heat wave event.
The advantages of wave power were observed to be marginal in this
case, likely due to wave being predominantly a winter peaking resource
(while the heat wave happened in summer) and the impacted zone
having limited connectivity to wave resources.

While several interesting operational insights were obtained
through our studies, there are some limitations, and therefore, future
research directions, which are discussed as follows. Firstly, this model
assumes that the grid operator has perfect foresight and there are
no forecast uncertainties (i.e., there are no errors in demand, solar,
wind, and wave power forecasts). Moreover, we model only day-
ahead market operations. Including real-time electricity markets with
stochastic forecast errors would make the simulations more accurate;
however, would steeply increase computation time and resource needs.
Secondly, we consider one central operator for all balancing authorities
within the selected model. In other words, one objective function
represents coordination across all BAs en masse. Since the benefits of
the wave energy-based generation resources are not shared equally
among BAs, having different objective functions with an embedded
economic investment model can help with analyzing the effects of
wave energy resources in each individual BA. Finally, we assumed the
same wave power capacity integrated into every wave generator (MRE)
node. Deciding on different wave power capacities for each node by
taking wave power density at each coastal node into consideration
would increase the model’s fidelity to the real-world decision-making
process. Along with the aforementioned directions, future efforts will
also probe similar research questions for other types of grids that
have different demand patterns and resource availability (such as U.S.
13
Eastern Interconnection) and other potential climate-driven resilience
scenarios (such as winter storms).

6. Software and data availability

The model is open-source and publicly available. All codes of the
model and data used are available under MIT free software license [55].
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